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The New Consumer

The New Consumer
Introduction
Ten years into the longest economic recovery in the history of the
United States, investors are becoming increasingly concerned about
a downturn. Along with the late cycle, trade tensions, stagnating corporate margins, and a Federal Reserve with limited tools in its coffers
are legitimate reasons for a higher degree of caution. The consensus
view however is that the consumer is in great shape, and since that
sector represents two-thirds of the economy, we have less to fear.
While we agree that the US consumer in aggregate appears to be
in better shape relative to 2007, the emergence of the “Asset Light
Consumer” – with respect to the consumer balance sheet as well
as consumer purchases has created new vulnerabilities and altered
the landscape for investment. The Great Recession, technological
disruption, demographics, and the rise of the services sector have led
to the rapid growth of a rentership and sharing economy, which has
long term implications for growth and investing. Consumers now own
fewer assets and allocate more of their income to experiences over
things. Furthermore, the shift to a services economy has led to a
reduction in many traditional forms of corporate investment in favor
of the software and equipment needed to support consumer demand.
Herein we will examine the impact of these shifts and identify potential opportunities.
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• In Section I, we present our diagnosis of the health of the consumer.
• In Section 2, we disaggregate this view by looking at the profile of
renters versus owners.
• In Section 3, we delve into some of the drivers of the rentership
and sharing economy by examining the housing, automobile, and
apparel markets.
• We conclude in Section 4 with thoughts on implications for investors.

Section I: Our Diagnosis of the US Consumer
While we believe we are late in the economic cycle, fundamentals
remain solid for the consumer when considered in aggregate. That
said, our Global Macro and Global Public Affairs teams continue to
monitor trade policy risk given the price increases consumers are
already facing. However, monetary policy-driven risks appear low,
given our expectation for an additional interest rate cut this year.

The Consumer Cycle
Historically, the factors that have been most predictive of a consumer
downturn in the consumer sector are: payroll growth, spending on
cyclically sensitive areas such as goods and housing, as well as
delinquencies. A slowdown in payroll growth tends to precede wage
growth softness as corporates reduce hiring plans in anticipation of
a downturn or amid weakness in demand. Similarly, spending on bigticket items such as autos, homes, electronics, and furniture typically
decline earliest as the business cycle matures, as these categories
are more discretionary and interest rate sensitive. On the other
hand, categories of consumer staples, such as food and clothing, are
necessities and therefore less sensitive to economic cycles. Shifts
in spending on services are more of a mixed bag. The vast majority
of consumer spending is devoted to services such as payments for
health care, housing and transportation and, in aggregate growth in
spending on services tends to be relatively stable.
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Our consumer cycle indicators suggest that the cycle may have
peaked though recent interest rate cuts may provide a late cycle
boost. To be sure, we have seen a slowdown in payroll growth, as
well as existing home sales.
EXHIBIT 1

Payroll Growth Appears to Have Peaked for the Cycle
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Data as at September 6, 2019. Source: BLS, Haver Analytics.

“
While we agree that the
US consumer in aggregate
appears to be in better shape
relative to 2007, the emergence
of the ‘Asset Light Consumer’
– with respect to the consumer
balance sheet as well as
consumer purchases has
created new vulnerabilities
and altered the landscape for
investment.
“
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EXHIBIT 2

EXHIBIT 3

Existing Home Sales Have Shown Some Recent
Improvement After Appearing to Peak in 2018

Durable Goods Spending Has Shown Recent
Improvement
Real Consumer Spending on Durable Goods, 6MMA
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That said, spending on both housing as well as durable goods has
shown recent improvement, and motor vehicle spending remains
solid. Our work has shown that historically, a significant slowdown or
decline in spending on durable goods or motor vehicles in particular
has precipitated a downturn by a year or more.
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Data as at July 30, 2019. Source: BEA, Haver Analytics.

EXHIBIT 4

Cyclically Sensitive Spending On Motor Vehicles
Remains Solid
15%

Annual Growth in Inﬂation-Adjusting Spending On Motor
Vehicles, Y/y %

10%

“
Spending on both housing
as well as durable goods has
shown recent improvement, and
motor vehicle spending remains
solid. Our work has shown that
historically, a significant slowdown
or decline in spending on
durable goods or motor vehicles
in particular has precipitated a
downturn by a year or more.
“
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Data as at July 30, 2019. Source: BEA, Haver Analytics.

In addition, consumer delinquencies tend to rise in advance of a
downturn and thus far, they remain low and continue to decline.
While each cycle differs depending on the origination of the stress
(e.g., in autos vs. housing or student loans vs. credit cards), weakness diffuses into the consumer sector typically via excess leverage,
rising interest rates, slower payroll and wage growth, rising energy/
gasoline prices, or declines in wealth. As weakness builds, delinquencies increase. The widening out of the credit box can also drive

up delinquencies as marginal borrowers have more access to credit.

The Health of the US Consumer

In sum, these factors in addition to declining interest rates suggest
that while the consumer cycle may have peaked, there are no imminent signs of a downturn in the sector.

Against a backdrop of a peaking cycle, consumer fundamentals
remain solid at the aggregate level. We frame our overall assessment
by examining the consumer’s ability to spend: essentially the state of
employment, income and credit, their willingness to spend, expressed
via consumer sentiment, and examine the strength of the consumer
balance sheet that will determine the sector’s ability to weather a
downturn. In aggregate: unemployment is low, income growth is solid, leverage remains in check, the savings rate is high and household
net worth continues to grow. That said, slowing payroll growth, credit
headwinds and peaking income expectations suggest that consumerspending growth will likely slow going forward.

EXHIBIT 5

Delinquencies Are Low and Continue to Decline
Consumer Delinquencies, % of Total Balances
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Employment Levels Are At Cyclical Highs
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EXHIBIT 6

The Abatement of Interest Rate Hikes Has Provided
Support to Cyclically Sensitive Sectors
Federal Funds Target Rate, %
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“
Against a backdrop of a peaking
cycle, consumer fundamentals
remain solid at the aggregate
level.
“
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EXHIBIT 8

EXHIBIT 9

Wages Are Rising Faster Than Inflation

Real Disposable Income Growth Is Strong

US Wage Growth vs. Inﬂation, Y/y %

Personal Disposable Income Per Capita, Y/y,%
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Notwithstanding the slowdown in payroll growth in 2019, we have
reached near full employment and wages are rising, resulting in
strong real disposable income growth. In addition to income, the
availability of credit drives the consumer’s ability to spend. With
regard to credit, we are beginning to see some early evidence of
headwinds. The proportion of banks tightening lending standards on
consumer credit cards has reached the highest level since prior to
the financial crisis. A sustained tightening of credit card standards
could lead to slowing growth in consumer spending, but thus far, it
is too early to tell whether these trends will continue, particularly if
the Federal Reserve cuts interest rates further. Taken together, our
income and credit metrics suggest that consumers continue to have
the wherewithal to increase spending though credit constraints may
portend slower growth going forward.

“
With regard to credit, we are
beginning to see some early
evidence of headwinds. The
proportion of banks tightening
lending standards on consumer
credit cards has reached the
highest level since prior to the
financial crisis.
“
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EXHIBIT 10

However, Banks Have Begun Tightening Lending
Standards On Credit Cards
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Data as at June 30, 2019. Source: Federal Reserve Bank of NY, Haver
Analytics.

Consumers also tend to make decisions on whether or not to spend
based on future expectations for income growth. According to the
University of Michigan’s survey of consumer expectations, a metric
closely watched by the Federal Reserve, income growth expectations
may have peaked. As a result, we would expect consumer willingness to spend to moderate going forward.

EXHIBIT 11

EXHIBIT 13

Consumer Expectations Regarding Future Income Growth
May Have Peaked

The Personal Savings Rate Is Elevated at 7.2% Versus the
4.6% Pre-Crisis Average
Personal Savings Rate, 2MMA, %
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Data as at July 31, 2019. Source: BEA, Haver Analytics.

Finally, the strength of the consumer balance sheet in the aggregate
indicates that as the cycle turns, the overall sector is in decent shape
to weather a potential downturn. For one, the consumer financial
obligations ratio – a measure of household debt-to-income remains
at historical lows.
EXHIBIT 12

Consumer Leverage Remains in Check
Consumer Financial Obligations Ratio, %
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Second, the average savings rate remains elevated. Between 2000
and 2008, the savings rate averaged 4.6%. Since 2008, the saving
rate has averaged 7.2%1, pointing to a greater cushion of precautionary saving among consumers in the aggregate. As we will describe
later in more detail, these aggregate average savings rate metrics
usually reflect upper income household trends who are responsible
for the bulk of household income and expenditures. Potential reasons
for the elevated saving rate include higher economic and political
uncertainty as well as declines in the ability to withdraw equity from
homes compared to the pre-recession period. Prior to the recession,
consumers relied upon home equity withdrawals as a financial cushion, but now may need to rely more on their own savings.
Third, driven by gains in the stock market and housing, US household
net worth continues to grow. Household net worth finally surpassed
pre-crisis levels in 2018 following a severe contraction during the
Great Financial Crisis.
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“
Finally, the strength of the
consumer balance sheet in the
aggregate indicates that as the
cycle turns, the overall sector
is in decent shape to weather a
potential downturn.
“

1 Data from the Bureau of Economic Advisers as of July 31, 2019.
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EXHIBIT 14

Section II: The Economic Health of Renters versus Owners

US Household Net Worth Continues to Grow...
US Household Net Worth
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EXHIBIT 15

…Driven by Gains in Financial and Residential Assets
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In sum, we expect the consumer sector to continue to grow, albeit at
a decelerating pace given slowing growth in the ability to spend and
peaking income expectations. In the event of a downturn, given low
leverage levels, high savings and solid net worth, we do not foresee a
severe contraction in consumer spending in the aggregate.

8

While we are constructive on the consumer sector overall, we do
have concerns about the vulnerability of the asset light, lower to
moderate-income renter segment in the event of a downturn. Indeed,
if we bifurcate the data to assess the economic state of homeowners (asset rich) versus home renters (asset light) who now represent ~36% of the total, we uncover some concerning trends. These
consumers are vulnerable as we near a downturn, as their expenses
are growing faster than their income, and they are generally debtburdened, and dependent on wage income.
According to data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the average
owner earns almost double the income of the average renter, who
does not earn enough to cover his or her annual expenses. Renters
on average earn $43,621, but spend $43,857 annually, an annual
deficit of $236.
EXHIBIT 16

Average Income for Renters Is Insufficient to Cover
Expenses
2017 Income Statement: Average Renter Versus
Average Owner, $
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From a low of 30% in 2005, to 36% in 20192, the proportion of
households who rent instead of own their homes has grown significantly. Indeed, five million additional households now rent instead of
own. We delve into the health of renter households in this section,
and explore the drivers of the new rentership economy in the subsequent section. Herein, we focus on the majority of renters who earn
low to moderate incomes, but note a new segment of high-income
renters has proliferated since the financial crisis.

Data from the Census Bureau as of June 30, 2019.
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EXHIBIT 17

Renters, On Average, Allocate 26% of Their After-Tax Income to Rent
2018 Allocation of After-Tax Income, % of Total
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Structural factors such as mortgage credit constraints and the limited
supply of affordable homes have driven up the price of rentals in
highly sought after urban centers. Rental costs have outpaced wage
growth for most of this business cycle, which is among the causes of
higher delinquencies for renters. Per the chart above, renters spend
more annually for housing than homeowners, amid low interest rates.
As of 2016, rental costs represented at least 26% of after-tax income
for the average renter and this proportion has continued to rise.3
Most economists would consider any individual who allocates 30%
or more of pre-tax income to housing as facing a debt burden and
vulnerable to financial challenges.

The result of this income-expenditure shortfall over time is low net
worth and potential high delinquencies for renters in a downturn. The
total median net worth for renter households is only $5,000, while
owner households have a median net worth of $231,0004. In addition,
a higher proportion of renters face delinquencies today, which indicates that a meaningful proportion of the segment is already debtburdened despite the strong economic environment. Furthermore,
during the past two downturns, the proportion of renter households
that were 60 days or more delinquent in meeting their debt obligations rose to 17-19% from ~13-14% prior to the crises.5

EXHIBIT 18

Rental Costs Are Growing Faster Than Wages

“
Structural factors such as
mortgage credit constraints and
the limited supply of affordable
homes have driven up the price
of rentals in highly sought after
urban centers.
“
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Data from the Bureau of Economic Advisers, December 2018.
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Data from the Bureau of Economic Advisers, December 2016.
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Ibid.4.
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EXHIBIT 19

resilient in the great financial crisis because of a mix shift effect i.e.,
more affluent former owners became renters due to walking away
from their underwater houses.

Median Net Worth for Renters Is Only $5K
Median Family Net Worth, US$ Thousands
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EXHIBIT 21

Debt to Income Ratios for Renters Seem Reasonable, But
Omit the Rental Cost Burden Facing the Segment
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EXHIBIT 20

89 91

Delinquencies Have Been High for Renters Even in A
Strong Economy
Percent of Families With Payment Past Due 60 Days or More
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EXHIBIT 22

Debt to Asset Ratios Highlight the Absence of An Asset
Cushion for Renter Households
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Though aggregate data like debt-to-income ratios remain low, these
figures obviate the impact of a loss of employment or income, and do
not incorporate rising rent burdens that are increasingly pressuring
these consumers. To be sure, while debt to income ratios for renters
on average were only 6.7% as of the most recent data in 2016 versus
11.7% for owners, debt to asset ratios for renters are almost double
the ratio for owners. On average, debt represents 19.3% of assets for
renters versus 11.3% for homeowners.6 In the event of a downturn or
loss of wage income, renters lack the asset cushion that might enable them to continue to meet their debt obligations. As an example
of how volatile renter spending can be in a downturn, consider that
renters actually fared worse in the mild 2001 recession versus the
more severe 2009 recession.7 Renter spending may have been more

89 91 93 95 97 99 01 03 05 07 09 11

Data as at December 31, 2016. Source: BEA, Haver Analytics.

While ~56% of the households over the past decade who have
become renters may fit the profile of the average low to moderate
income renter depicted thus far, the remaining 44% are higher income households. According to the Joint Housing Center at Harvard
University, households with a median income of $100,000 or more
comprised nearly a quarter of the increase in renter households.
56 percent of new renters are from the Millennial and Generation X
cohorts. Notably, seniors have also driven 44% of the recent growth
in rentership households.8 As described in our prior note on de-

6

Ibid.4.

7

Ibid.4.

8

America’s Rental Housing 2017, Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, December 24, 2017.
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mographics (see What Does Population Aging Mean for Growth and
Investments), higher income renters seek to live in amenity rich new
construction housing whose supply has increased dramatically since
the financial crisis. Empty nest seniors are increasingly leaving the
suburbs to access the services and community available in cities.
EXHIBIT 23

Renters Exhibit More Cyclically-Sensitive Spending
Characteristics Versus Owners

Section III: Drivers of Rentership & The Sharing Economy
We often bifurcate our discussions of rentership and sharing, but
we believe there are similar trends driving the increase in both. On
the demand side in both cases, the post financial crisis consumer
in particular seeks access to goods and services at lower cost, with
greater convenience, and with lower utilization expectations. Supply
side dynamics also play a significant role (i.e., whether there are
underutilized assets available at lower cost).
EXHIBIT 25

Annual Spending Growth, Y/y %

Student Loan Burdens Have Prevented Many Millennials
From Purchasing Homes
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EXHIBIT 24

High Degree of Diversity Among New Renters
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Indeed, significant diversity exists among renters as a group, as well
as between renters of homes or those who rent or share vehicles, for
example. That said, in the subsequent section, we seek to identify the
common drivers across these various renting and sharing business
models.

“
On the demand side, the post
financial crisis consumer in
particular seeks access to goods
and services at lower cost, with
greater convenience, and with
lower utilization expectations.
Supply side dynamics also play a
significant role (i.e., whether there
are underutilized assets available
at a lower cost.)
“
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EXHIBIT 26

Sharing Economy Companies Like Airbnb Offer Access
At Lower Cost
Average Cost Diﬀerence Between Hotel and Airbnb
Accommodations

Particularly for Millennials who graduated from college with burdensome student debt during the period surrounding the Great Financial
Crisis, the difficulty in finding long-term employment, stagnant income growth, the lack of access to credit as well as the crisis-driven
decline in residential and financial asset values, fundamentally altered
their employment and purchasing behavior.
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Indeed, in a 2016 Pew Research Survey, 72% of renters said they
would like to buy a house at some point. About two-thirds of renters
in the same survey (65%) said that economic circumstances drove
their decision to rent, compared with 32% who said they rented as a
matter of choice.
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Busbud, Forbes.

Renting allows consumers to benefit from the use of goods or assets that they might not otherwise be able to access. For example,
multifamily rentals skyrocketed as structural constraints such as
burdensome student loan debt and tight mortgage lending standards
prevented many Millennials from purchasing homes. In addition, as
urbanization accelerated and demand for new construction apartments with amenities increased, luxury condominium rentals enabled
customers to experience a certain lifestyle without directly owning
the asset.
Sharing allows consumers access to an experience or good on an
as needed basis, and offers community benefits as well as income
generation opportunities. Owners who share their resources (assets or labor) are able to generate income, increase asset utilization,
and more directly connect to users. Further, these assets are often
available to users at a significant discount to the costs of ownership. Boatbound, an example of a US leisure boat rental firm, offers
customers the chance to enjoy an afternoon on the water without the
cost and burden of boat ownership.
In this section, we delve into the foundations of the rentership and
sharing economies, and then examine three sectors: housing, autos
and clothing, in more detail.
The Foundation

The huge increase in student debt in particular has created a tremendous financial strain for many Americans. In 2001, only 11 percent
of high-income households and 4 percent of low-income households
owed student debt, but by 2016, one in five households owed some
student debt. Relaxed accountability rules that determined which colleges could participate in federal student loan programs, an increase
in student eligibility as well as rising tuition costs, led to the five-fold
increase in outstanding student loan debt between 2004 and 2018.
Lower-quality distance education programs now qualify and students
are able to assume additional debt without regard to the amount of
other debt outstanding. As of the end of 2018, 43 million Americans
owed $1.4 trillion in student debt, an average of $33,500 per borrower. Of the 43 million, 17 million were under 30, and borrowers
over 40 are responsible for 40 percent of all education debt. Seniors
too are bearing a growing proportion of student debt due to parent
PLUS student loans.9
EXHIBIT 27

Given Unprecedented Declines, Many Were Unsure
Whether Asset Values Would Recover Post GFC
Household Asset Values
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Great Financial Crisis – The Great Financial Crisis reduced the ability and interest for many to own assets or goods directly. Even ten
years later, while the economically driven demand for goods and asset ownership has improved as incomes have grown, a sustained interest in renting or sharing versus owning - driven by flexibility, cost,
9
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EXHIBIT 28

EXHIBIT 29

Home Prices Have Not Recovered In Some Metropolitan
Areas
Home Price Index

Consumer Credit Markets Tightened Considerably
Following the Financial Crisis
Median Credit Score At Origination
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Data as at August 27, 2019. Source: Federal Housing Finance Agency,
Haver Analytics, KKR GBR.

Further, in a recent Chegg.com survey, more than 67 percent of borrowers with household incomes of less than $30,000 reported having difficulty making payments. More surprising was that 48 percent
of borrowers with household incomes over $75,000 also reported
challenges. Thirty-six percent of borrowers indicated that they forgo
other monthly payments to pay student loans. Indeed, one million
borrowers default on their student loans annually, which triggers
harsh consequences including significant collections fees, damage to
their credit score, wage garnishment and legal action.10
In addition, Millennials witnessed the evaporation of financial and
residential wealth held by their parents during the financial crisis.
Housing and shareholder equity declined -54% and -49% from peak
to trough, respectively. Further, while household net worth has recovered in aggregate since the financial crisis, home prices in some
suburban areas in particular remain below their pre-crisis peaks. For
example, values for homes purchased in the Bridgeport-StamfordNorwalk, Connecticut area between 2005 and 2009, remain below
their purchase prices. Student loan debt which has become a burden
to Millennials as well as their parents has had ripple effects on asset
formation as well as purchasing behavior. Millennials and others have
become more value-oriented, more willing to move to find jobs, and
less able or interested in acquiring assets.

660
1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017 2019

Data as at March 31, 2019. Source: Federal Reserve Bank of NY, KKR
GBR.

Indeed, while income growth has improved since the financial crisis,
we find that large segments of middle-income households have
refrained from purchasing assets and continue to lack the savings to
support these purchases. Over the past four years, after-tax income
growth has averaged ~4%, with upper and middle-income household
income growth averaging ~4% and ~3%, respectively. However,
while the savings rate for upper income households is currently at
9%, the rate for the median household is now 0%.11 Not only do these
households lack the savings to afford an asset purchase, but they are
also more vulnerable in a downturn.
EXHIBIT 30

Income Growth Has Improved Since the Financial Crisis
Annual Income Growth: Middle Versus Upper Income
Households
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
-5.0%
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Middle Income Household

Upper Income Household

Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, KKR
GBR.

10 “Unlocking the American Dream: Student Debt Solutions for Our Future Workforce,” Chegg.org, September 2019.
11 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics as of September 15, 2019.
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EXHIBIT 31

EXHIBIT 33

But The Median Household Is Saving Less Than PreFinancial Crisis
Estimated Savings Rate For Middle Versus Upper Income Households

20%

Growth in Prevalence of Multiple Versus Single Job
Holders in the US
Five Year Average Growth In the Number of Job Holders By Type
(Aged 20+)
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-5%
Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, KKR
GBR.

The growth in the gig economy is just one outcome of these postcrisis trends. Instead of a more traditional system based on full-time
employment for one employer, many workers increasingly have
multiple “gigs,” or jobs, which are both more readily available since
companies do not need to offer health insurance and other benefits.
Further, these jobs provide more flexibility to both employees and
employers. The share of the US workforce in the gig economy rose
from 10.1 percent in 2005 to 15.8 percent in 2015.12 In addition, employers are increasingly using gig workers to lower costs and meet
project needs. According to an Ernst & Young study, 66% of large
companies are now using gig workers in their labor force.
EXHIBIT 32

Employee Tenure Has Declined in Recent Years,
Particularly for Millennials
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, KKR
GBR.
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Technology – E-commerce penetration and smartphone adoption
have driven the growth of sharing economy platforms. As more
transactions have moved online, consumer choice, price transparency, and convenience have all improved. Indeed, customers now
have 24/7 access to transact via their smartphones.
Both producers and consumers benefit from the growth of these platforms. Sharing economy companies leverage these online platforms
to match customers and suppliers more efficiently and offer consumers the flexibility to access goods and services only for as long as
needed. Owners can rent out cars, rooms and clothing when not in
use, while taxis and hotel rooms often spend time empty.
Further, the network effect facilitated by these platforms has driven
valuations. In March 2017, Airbnb was valued at ~$31 billion – roughly the same as Marriott International after its acquisition of Starwood
Hotels and Resorts Worldwide.13
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, KKR
GBR.

“
The growth in the gig economy is
just one outcome of post Global
Financial Crisis trends.
“

12 Lawrence Katz and Alan Krueger, “The Rise and Nature of Alternative Work Arrangements in the United States, 1995-2015,” NBER Working Paper No. 22667,
September 2016.
13 Ville Satopaa, “Disrupting business models is not enough. We need tech innovation too,” March 2018.
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EXHIBIT 34

Smartphone Penetration Has Facilitated the Use of Mobile
Platforms
Smartphone Penetration of Mobile Phone Market

Higher population density facilitates the matching of supply and
demand in the sharing economy. It is more efficient for a car owner
to fit in a few Lyft trips within a dense city versus needing to travel
many miles for a single customer.
EXHIBIT 36
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Increased Population Density in US Cities
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Data as at December 31, 2017. Source: Census Bureau.
EXHIBIT 35

Increased E-Commerce Penetration Leads to More Price
Transparency, Choice and Convenience
US Brick & Mortar Share of Consumer Wallet
100%
98%
96%

Drivers of Rentership/Sharing Economy Disruption by Sector
In this final sub-section of Section III, we present a framework for
comparing the drivers of renting and sharing as well as review some
examples within the housing, transportation and apparel markets.
Across all of our investing businesses, and particularly on our Special Situations team, we seek to understand how disruptive a sharing
economy business model could be to a more traditional business
model as these shifts may create challenges for incumbents but also
opportunities for new players.
From our vantage point, sectors where the cost to own or rent are
high and growing, where underutilized assets like vehicles sit idle
95% of the time, the demand for short term usage and perceived
social or environmental benefits are likely candidates for disruption.
We already see relatively high sharing economy penetration of housing and auto markets, but perceive lower threats to sectors where
demand frequency is high and costs are relatively low, as in the case
of apparel staples.

94%
92%
90%
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Data as at December 31, 2018.

Urbanization - The sharing economy blossomed as the recession set
in, smartphone penetration skyrocketed, and urbanization increased
in the US. Today, globally, for the first time in history, more people
live in cities than in rural areas14. New knowledge and technologybased industries have attracted Millennials to the urban core. Older
populations with empty nests and increased longevity are increasingly moving to the city to meet mobility, access and community needs.
14 “Urban and Rural Areas,” United States Census Bureau, https://www.census.gov/history/www/programs/geography/urban_and_rural_areas.html ,
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EXHIBIT 37

Drivers of Disruption by Sector
DRIVE

SHORT DESCRIPTION

Ownership cost
burden

Cost to own and maintain as a
proportion of income

High

High
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Rental cost burden

Cost to rent as a proportion of
income
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Low

Underutilized
assets

Degree to which assets are
underutilized

High

High

Very high

Very High

Low

Technology

Potential for technology platform to
increase utilization and drive network
effects

High

High

High

High
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Demand Frequency

Demand for short term usage/
access

High

High

High

High

Low

Quality Control

Ability to systematically control
quality
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Medium

Medium
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Sustainability

Perceived social or environmental
benefit of sharing
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Medium
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Net assessment

Likelihood of sharing economy
disruption
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Coliving
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Runway
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HOUSING

TEMPORARY
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STAPLES

Data as at August 31, 2019. Source: GBR analysis

Housing & Lodging
Amid the demographic trends and structural constraints supporting
continued rentership in the housing sector, KKR’s real estate team
worked to develop expertise around the multifamily sector. We believe that the large Millennial and Generation Z cohorts should drive
strong long-term demand for housing overall while affordability constraints, the lack of single-family inventory, a decline in ownership
incentives amid higher taxes, and a preference for new construction
housing in urban/suburban areas, should continue to support rentership.
Per Morgan Stanley’s estimates, the coming of age of 73 million Millennials plus 78 million members of Generation Z will drive increases
in US housing demand over the next decade.15 That demand should
disproportionately fuel rentership amid low average net worth for
these younger cohorts. As described earlier, following the Global
Financial Crisis, many Millennials faced limited job and income
prospects, which challenged student loan repayment and led to a rise
in delinquencies. Millennials lacked the capacity to invest and save
which has resulted in lower net worth for the cohort versus prior
generations. Per the Federal Reserve Board, as of 2016 Millennials had an average net worth of $11,100, which was far short of the
average $88,000 down payment required on a median-priced home
over that period.

“
From our vantage point, sectors
where the cost to own or rent
are high and growing, where
underutilized assets like vehicles
sit idle 95% of the time, and
there is demand for short term
usage and perceived social or
environmental benefits are likely
candidates for disruption.
“

15 Ellen Zenter, Richard Hill, and Robert Rosener, “Millennials, Gen Z and the Coming “Youth Boom” Economy,” Morgan Stanley Research, January 2019.
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EXHIBIT 38

Driven by Demographics and the Economic Recovery,
Household Formation Trends Have Recovered From Crisis
Lows…
Household Formations, Units MM

2.0

2019, growth in rental units have picked up pace and owner occupied
unit growth has abated.
EXHIBIT 40

Affordability Is A Challenge As All-In Mortgage Costs
Now Represent A Substantially Higher Proportion of
Median Income
US Mortgage Costs as a % of After-Tax Median Income
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: BEA, Haver Analytics.

EXHIBIT 39

26%
24%

…And Are Exceeding New Housing Construction
2.5

28%

Housing Starts, Units MM
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Federal Housing Finance Board,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, KKR GBR Team. Note: Mortgage costs include
interest, insurance, and the estimated amortized cost of the down
payment on a conventional mortgage over 30 years.

2.0
EXHIBIT 41

1.5

The 2012 Mortgage Cost Burden Coincided With the
Ramp Up in Rentership. Between 2016 and 2018,
Homeownership Rates Recovered Somewhat, But 2019
Has Witnessed A Return to Rentership Growth
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: BEA, Haver Analytics.

Growth in Occupied Housing Units by Type

2.0
1.5
1.0

In 2018, the average conventional single-family home in the US in
2018 cost $417,400. The average down payment, including upfront
fees was $92,000 or 22% of the value of the home. Ongoing monthly
mortgage costs averaged $1,621. In contrast, monthly rents in the
US averaged $1,531 in 2018 with a security deposit equivalent to
one month’s rent. Per our calculations, rising home prices that have
outpaced income growth have led to significant increases in homeownership costs comprising down payments, upfront fees, mortgage principal and interest payments, property taxes, insurance and
general maintenance.
Per the charts below, as all-in mortgage costs as a proportion of
income began to abate in 2016 alongside rising incomes, we finally
began to see an increase in owner occupied homes. However, in
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Data as at June 30, 2018. Source: Census Bureau.
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EXHIBIT 42

Ten Years Into the Longest Recovery in History, Homeownership Rates Remain Far Below the Pre-Crisis Peak
Homeownership Rate, %
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Data as at June 30, 2019. Source: Census Bureau, KKR GBR.

Indeed, ten years into the longest economic recovery in history, amid
rising incomes and low unemployment, homeownership rates remain
far below the pre-crisis peak. Homeownership rates sit at 64.2% versus 69.4% prior to the crisis and have recently inflected downwards.
These trends support our view that as the economy improves, some
income motivated rentership may abate, but other structural and
preferential factors are likely to continue to support renting versus
owning.
To understand where these rentership shifts are most prevalent,
we analyzed microdata on population density and rentership trends

between 2012 and 2017. We found that the bulk of the increase in
renter households occurred in the Pacific and Mid-Atlantic regions of
the US, and to a lesser extent, the South Atlantic and New England
regions.
EXHIBIT 43

We Analyzed Microdata On Population Density via
Census Data…
PACIFIC
AK

0

“
We believe that the large
Millennial and Generation Z
cohorts should drive strong longterm demand for housing overall
while affordability constraints, the
lack of single-family inventory, a
decline in ownership incentives
amid higher taxes, and a
preference for new construction
housing in urban/suburban
areas should continue to support
rentership.
“
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Census Regions and Divisions of the United States
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EXHIBIT 44

EXHIBIT 46

…and Found That the Bulk of the Increase In Renter
Households Occurred in the Pacific and Mid-Atlantic
Regions of the US

… However, the Counties With the Largest Increases in
Renter Households Have Been Major Coastal Cities Like
LA and NY

Number of Renter Households by Region (MM)
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Data as at December 31, 2017. Source: Census Bureau.

In total, suburban and urban areas have both seen a significant
increase in the number of renter households. However, the counties with the largest increases in renter households have been major
coastal cities like LA and NY.
EXHIBIT 45

In Total, Suburban and Urban Areas Have Both
Seen A Significant Increase in the Number of Renter
Households…
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Data as at December 31, 2017. Source: Census Bureau.

New models of rentership include single-family rentals. Driven by the
structural factors described above as well as Millennials moving into
child-rearing years and requiring more space, single family rentals
(SFRs) now make up 66 percent of the rental housing stock, and
53% of renting households live in these homes.16 We see evidence of
this trend towards single-family rentals for families with data from
Quantifind, a data and analytics firm that has developed a proprietary
approach to extracting signals from unstructured data including online social conversation. Per below, there is a significantly increased
focus on single-family rentals for 35 to 54 year olds versus 21 to 34
year olds. Interestingly, we see a reversion to multifamily rentals in
the cohort aged 55 and over.

Net Increase in Renter Households, MM
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Data as at December 31, 2017. Source: Census Bureau.

Urban

“
Formal models of sharing have
also emerged in the housing
sector, moving from informal
roommate arrangements to coliving, for example.
“

16 “Spotlight on Underserved Markets,” Single-Family Rental, An Evolving Market, Freddie Mac Multifamily, November 2018.
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EXHIBIT 47

Single Family Rentals Are More of a Focus for 35-54 Year Olds, While Empty Nesting Seniors Over 55 Are More
Interested in Multifamily Rentals
Share of people by Age talking about Single Family Rentals vs. Multi Family Rentals
August 16, 2018 - August 15, 2019

Brand 1

Brand 2

Diff +/-

Index

Point Difference
0%

Age
35 to 54
21 to 34
55 and Over

56.4% 42.6%
12.6% 10.2%
25.5% 43.7%

13.8
2.4
-18.3

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

132
123
59

Sample Size: Single Family Rentals: 2,360, Multi Family Rentals: 2,073
People talking about the brand (Organic)
Data source: twitter

Data as at August 15, 2019. Source: Quantifind, KKR GBR. Note: In the comparison above conversation about single-family rentals covers American
Homes 4 Rent, Nestseekers, and Invitation Homes. Multifamily rental companies include Avalon Communities, Equity Residential, Camden Living, and UDR
Apartments.

Formal models of sharing have also emerged in the housing sector, moving from informal roommate arrangements to co-living, for
example. The housing affordability crisis, including rising multifamily
rents, as well as the delayed onset of marriage, has driven the rise of
apartment sharing, or roommating.

EXHIBIT 49

The Ollie Co-living Value Proposition

EXHIBIT 48

Rising Rental Costs Are Driving Increased Roommating
Roommate Household Proportion of Total Households
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Data as at December 31, 2016. Source: Zillow, US Census.

Boston

To be sure, co-living options often offer even lower cost alternatives
to traditional multifamily. Co-living members can save up to 15-40%
of the cost of rent versus a conventional studio. The economic arbitrage derives from micro space management or upgrading properties
slightly outside of urban centers. Technology platforms in the space
work to maximize room utilization as well as provide customized
lifestyle management. Companies like Ollie offer the services and
amenities typically found only in hotels, with the density and community provided by dormitory living. Targets for these solutions range
from Millennials who seek amenity access and community at low
cost, to traveling families who want to rent a low cost apartment with
a kitchen and multiple bathrooms, but with the institutional management offered by co-living providers.
From an investment perspective, many of these solutions offer higher
net operating income growth by maximizing density (which reduces
single tenant risk) and using technology to optimize occupancy.
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However, there are potential regulatory restrictions depending on the
neighborhood and co-living property type.
EXHIBIT 50

Co-Living Options Offer Even Lower Cost Alternatives

EXHIBIT 51

Consumer Spending On Ridesharing and Taxi Services
Has Outpaced Growth in Other Ground Transportation
Segments
US Consumer Spending on Autos and Transportation
Services (5YMA)
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Data as at December 31, 2016. Source: Zillow, Company documents.

Home sharing models continue to evolve as well and have become
more institutional with companies including Saunder, who are proactively reaching out to homeowners to rent their homes and control
the quality of the asset.
Ground Transportation
Driven by rising urbanization, low vehicle utilization, underemployment, the opportunity to supplement income, and perceived social
and environmental benefits, ridesharing growth has skyrocketed as
an alternative to car ownership, car rental and taxi transportation.
Over the past five years, growth in consumer spending on ridesharing has exceeded all other categories of transportation growth. Lyft
and its peers operate mobile platforms, which pair drivers and riders
in real time. They rely on hundreds of thousands of individual drivers
who typically operate as sole proprietors, manage the maintenance
of their own vehicles, and set their own schedule. Fares to users
comprise a fixed minimum variable pricing model based on time and
distance, as well as potential increases (surge pricing) when demand
is peaking. The prevailing rate when drivers choose to pick up passengers largely determines driver wages. When prices increase due
to increased passenger demand, driver wage rates also increase.

“
Over the past five years, growth
in consumer spending on
ridesharing has exceeded all
other categories of transportation
growth.
“

Taxicabs/
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Auto
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Auto
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New
Auto
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis,
KKR GBR.

EXHIBIT 52

Since 2013, Interest in Ridesharing Has Significantly
Outpaced All Other Ground Transportation Platforms
Indexed Google Searches for Major Ground Transportation
Platforms (2005=100)
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Data as at December 31, 2018. Source: Google, KKR GBR.

Using GoogleTrends, which measures Internet searches, we are able
to see the rapid growth of interest in ridesharing versus taxi and car
rental services beginning in 2014, consistent with US GDP data showing the beginning of the decline on spending on these alternatives.
Before 2012, there was little trace of any online searches for Uber or
Lyft and today searches for those two services dominate the category. However, ridesharing penetration rates do vary by region. There
is far more interest in ridesharing in California versus Maine with
significant variance even within cities in those states. Further, per
the diagram below, Alabama appears to be a taxi service stronghold.
Tracking social conversation trends, ridesharing dominates in major
population centers in New York, Texas and California, while rental car
discussions are more prevalent in Midwestern and Southern states.
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EXHIBIT 53

EXHIBIT 54

Massive Shift in Google Search Prior and Post 2009 As
Searches for Lyft and Uber Now Dominate
Share of searches by subregion, Pre-2009

Ridesharing Dominates Social Conversation in Major
Population Centers While Rental Car Discussions Are
Prevalent in Midwestern and Southern States
Share of people by States talking about Rental Cars vs. Ride Sharing
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Data source: twitter

Data as at September 14, 2019. Source: Quantifind.

Data as at September 14, 2019. Source: GoogleTrends.

“
The Great Recession, technological
disruption, demographics, and the
rise of the services sector have led
to the rapid growth of a rentership
and sharing economy, which has
long term implications for growth
and investing.
“

Among the core demand drivers for ridesharing, and the sharing economy in general, is the opportunity to generate incremental
income, have more schedule flexibility and increase the utilization
of existing assets e.g., an existing vehicle. According to Morgan
Stanley, car owners use their cars an average of one hour per day
for an implied 4% vehicle utilization. With ridesharing models, driverpassenger matching technology has increased capacity utilization.
Ridesharing drivers have a substantially higher capacity utilization
rate than do traditional taxi services in every city, except New York,
where the utilization rates are very similar. For example, based on a
2016 study of five cities, ridesharing drivers had a passenger in their
car around half the time, whereas taxi drivers have a passenger in
their car anywhere from 32% of the time in Boston to nearly 50% of
the time in New York City. High population density in New York likely
supports more efficient supply/demand matching. On the other hand,
while higher capacity utilization may reduce idle time, it may also
lead to an increase in traffic and gas consumption.
For riders, convenience and the ability to access a vehicle on a shortterm on-demand basis has driven penetration. Further, unless you
are looking to take a trip during high traffic, high demand periods,
ridesharing options are typically cheaper than taxis. However, during periods of surge pricing, taxis are usually the most economical
option. Nonetheless, according to a quantitative study of individual
ridesharing data, the University of Chicago found that passengers
are relatively inelastic. For every 10% increase in ridesharing fares,
demand falls by only ~5%.17
Aside from the taxi industry, ridesharing has also been disruptive to

17 Peter Cohen, Robert Hahn, Jonathan Hall, Steven Levitt, and Robert Metcalfe, “Using Big Data To Estimate Consumer Surplus: The Case of Uber,” 2016.
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the broader automotive sector. Ridesharing options have reduced
the need to have a license, which has contributed to slowing vehicle
sales and pricing growth. Rising urbanization should support further
ridesharing penetration, as the model is most efficient in high-density
areas. On the other hand, replacement rates for shared vehicles will
increase due to higher utilization, which should sustain the need for
vehicles.

EXHIBIT 56

Ridesharing Penetration Has Contributed to Slowing
Vehicle Sales Growth and Deflation
US Vehicle Sales and Pricing Growth, Y/y %
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As ridesharing penetration increases and more drivers rely on these
sharing platforms to meet their full employment needs versus only
a gig to secure supplemental income, these business models will
continue to face scrutiny. The number of ride-share drivers, who
are often designated as individual proprietors, rather than payroll
employees, has increased by over 400% since 2012.18 Indeed, efforts
are already underway by sharing economy platforms and workers to
empower drivers and provide a better safety net. A broader safety
net would reduce the vulnerability of these workers in a downturn or
in any adverse economic advent.

EXHIBIT 57

As Ridesharing Penetration Increases and More Drivers Rely On These Sharing Platforms, These Business Models Will
Continue to Face Scrutiny
Taxi & Limousine Services: Payroll Employees Versus Individual Proprietorships (Thousands)
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Data as at December 31, 2017. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, IRS, KKR GBR.

18 Kevin Wright, “Along for the ride: Tracking the sharing economy’s impact on GDP,” Kansas City Federal Reserve, 2017.
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Apparel
Per our Consumer/Retail private equity team, retail has been among
the last frontiers of the sharing economy given the challenges of
managing logistics, inventory and consumer preferences. Indeed, the
sharing economy business model may not be a convenient solution
for products or services used on a daily basis. That said, a peer-topeer based online marketplace such as eBay has found its niche in
creating community and an experience enabling users to sell and find
unique products. Similarly, newer brands who are enabling consumers to rent or share sought after luxury goods or trendy items are
experiencing success.
Both supply and demand-driven factors have propelled growth of
apparel renting and sharing businesses. On the one hand, the rise
of fast fashion outlets offering inexpensive, trendy items with short
shelf-lives, and the rising prevalence of the Instragram culture where
experiences are photographed and widely shared on social media,
have contributed to the decline in clothing utilization. On the other
hand, the decline in utilization has brought attention to the apparel
sector’s responsibility for 20% of all industrial water pollution or 10%
of total carbon emissions, which has led to rising concerns over sustainability and driven the demand for alternative utilization models.
According to data obtained by the Ellen Macarthur Foundation in
conjunction with Euromonitor, global clothing utilization - the average
number of times a garment is worn before it ceases to be used, has
decreased by 36% compared to 15 years ago. In particular, fast-fashion has led to an increase in the number of styles and overall output.
In the US, clothing consumption has doubled to 14 million tons per
year in less than two decades. An estimated $500 billion of value
is lost every year due to barely worn clothing and the entire system
creates greenhouse gas emissions of 1.2 billion tons a year19. Successful companies will address some of the environmental concerns
plaguing the industry. Doing so will likely drive incremental demand
as Millennials are willing to pay more to support sustainable brands.
Clothing items that have high value and low usage, characteristics
that have driven sharing in other sectors, may be the ground for penetration in apparel. Customers obtain the aspirational access to clothing - either to a single item or to a broader wardrobe that they could
not otherwise afford, and can feel less guilty about spending a lot of
money for an item they will wear only once or twice. These models
allow customers to borrow items for a set period at 10-20% of an
item’s full retail value. Millennial shoppers, who are more interested
in spending money on trips and festivals versus clothing, are among
the core drivers of demand.

ing. Rent the Runway customers also tend to center their borrowing
activity around special events (especially weddings). Apparel sharing
conversations tend to focus on the buying and selling community
with sellers sending personalized notes.
Positive commentary around both rentership and sharing apparel
business models focuses on great prices for sought after designer
clothing and apps with features that make selling and shopping easy
and convenient. Poshmark in particular gives users an opportunity to
make money off their closet by creating a pseudo online boutique.
EXHIBIT 58

Analyzing Conversations Around Apparel Lease/Rent
Conversations about Apparel
for Lease/Rent
Aug 15, 2018 - Aug 14, 2019
Total People
dress

720

love

502

Order

435

unlimited

302

customer service

277

help

212

emailed

197

hold

169

@Jenn_RTR

157

amazing

155

send

138

my order

131

wearing

126

events

121

beautiful

118

experience

117

minutes

116

best

114

19 A New Textiles Economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future, Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2017.
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I’m really excited to wear another
@RenttheRunway dress at the DGOD
wedding tmrw. Had my first in-store
experience and y’all were the best

So excited to wear my super cute
dress this Saturday to the first
wedding of the year! Thanks,
@RenttheRunway!
Just signed up for @RenttheRunway
unlimited. SO. EXCITED. It seriously
can’t get here fast enough!
@RenttheRunway thank you so so
much for all of your help with my
order! Great customer service

@RenttheRunway Best customer
service anyone could ask for!!!
Thanks to your team for helping me
avoid a crisis! I am a forever
customer

Data as at August 14, 2019. Source: Quantifind.

When comparing rentership and sharing business models in apparel,
customer service and events seem to drive rentals, while the buying
and selling community and the opportunity to generate income drives
sharing. Using Quantifind’s algorithm for extracting signals from
Twitter conversations, dresses and customer service are among the
most frequently discussed topics when discussing clothing rentals.
Customer service from purveyors such as Rent the Runway includes
allowing customers to borrow up to four items at a time, swap or
return any time, and without worrying about laundry or dry clean-
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4,667

@RenttheRunway
Hey absolutely
love your service + just ordered a
couple of fancy dresses for Vegas!
Would love to chat about collab
ideas.

EXHIBIT 59

EXHIBIT 60

Analyzing Conversations Around Secondhand Apparel

Average Number of Times a New Garment Is Worn
(Including Reuse Within Each Region)

20,008
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item
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shit

786

check

732

sale

648

app

619

find

613
556
553

account

504

order

503

best

482

listed

478

I love when I buy things of Poshmark
and people send me sweet notes. It’s
the best.
Also found a cute Talbots plaid shift
dress I’ve been wanting on Poshmark
at my favorite consignment shop
chain for $18.
Sold my first item on @Poshmarkapp
overnight. Going to ship it today.
Super excited!
@thredUP y’all are the best!
Awesome prices and my kids love
their stuff! I see many more Polka Dot
boxes in our future!

Data as at August 14, 2019. Source: Quantifind.

“
When comparing rentership
and sharing business models in
apparel, customer service and
events seem to drive rentals, while
the buying and selling community
and the opportunity to generate
income drives sharing.
“

50
0
2016
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100

2015

845

2014

stuff

Did some window web shoppin on
amazon and my thredUP apps...thank
god for the list&favorite options or
else I’d never find it again...

2013

854

2012

closet

150

2011

1,034

2010

clothes

World

200

2009

1,057

EU-28

2008

cute

Today had been so good, I magically
got a check. And my new shoes from
poshmark came in & the seller also
sent me a thank you letter

2007

2,015

China

2006

selling

U.S

250

2005

2,889

2003

love

2002

Total People

Shop my closet on @poshmarkapp!
Find me at @mcondrey81 Boutique
items coming soon! Super cute stuff!

2004

Conversations about Secondhand
Apparel for Lease/Rent
Aug 15, 2018 - Aug 14, 2019

Decline in the Number of Days A Garment Is Worn
Before It Is Discarded

Data as at December 31, 2016. Source: Euromonitor, Ellen Macarthur
Foundation.

EXHIBIT 61

Decline in Apparel’s Share of the Consumer Wallet
change in consumer wallet share (2000 vs 2018)
Autos
Clothing
Other nondurables
Furnishings
Transportation Svcs
Food at home
Energy
Sporting equip
TMT
Financial
Jewelry
Other Housing
Personal Care
Education
Recreation Svcs
Accommodations
Restaurants
Rent
Healthcare

-1.6%
-1.2%
-0.9%
-0.6%
-0.6%
-0.6%
-0.6%
-0.3%
-0.4%
-0.3%
-0.2%
-0.1%
0.0%

-3% -2% -1% 0%

0.2%
0.4%
0.3%
0.6%
1.0%
1%

2%

5.0%
3%

4%

5%

6%

Data as December 31, 2018. Source: Bureau of Economic Advisers, KKR
GBR.

To meet this growing demand, fashion rental and sharing companies
must address the challenges of holding and managing inventory for
a wide range of styles and sizes, as well as coordinate the logistics
of dry cleaning and repairs. Rent the Runway buys each product
in a range of sizes, and sends users two sizes in case the one they
order does not fit. The company has also invested heavily in logistics
to ensure products returned to the company in the morning can be
ready to ship to a new customer that evening. However, this problem
is more difficult to address for peer-to-peer companies. StyleLend
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requires owners to send in items they want to rent out first to the
company, which manages dry cleaning and delivery. Tulerie attempts
to decrease complexity by managing its own user network. Tulerie
interviews potential users who must gain acceptance into the network before they are able to list clothing from a select set of designers, and provides a white-glove service where the company will take
charge of rentals from photographing to shipping and cleaning.
We see further challenges for new sharing economy business models
from existing brands. Existing brands are likely to start renting
services of their own. For example, Rebag, the luxury handbag resale
company, launched a new business called Rebag Infinity where shoppers who buy handbags can return the item up to six months later
and receive a 70% credit to purchase a new bag. We also anticipate
hesitations in choosing to rent or share lower priced or heavily used
items that are worth the investment. Customers will likely continue
to wear everyday staples like a great fitting pair of jeans or a leather
jacket, as well as continue to own their smartphones.

Conclusion
In the event of an economic downturn, the Federal Reserve will have
less room to cut interest rates or employ other alternative measures
used during the Great Financial Crisis. Despite widespread focus
on the health and resilience of the aggregate consumer sector, we
highlight vulnerabilities that lie beneath the surface among the home
renting cohort in particular. The average middle-income renter who
represents ~20-25% of households holds very little if any financial
or residential wealth. Indeed, the average net worth of a renter is
$5,000. While incomes have improved since the financial crisis, the
median household is not saving any of that income amid high rental
and healthcare prices. Further, our data suggests that even households who earn incomes over $75,000 face challenges. As a result,
we expect higher delinquencies for renters writ large in a downturn.
The rentership and sharing economy proliferated post the financial
crisis in the absence of traditionally secure jobs or strong income
growth opportunities. However, despite the improvement in the employment and income picture, renting and sharing remain prevalent.
For one, the absence of savings for many renters limits their ability
to afford the down payment on a house or car. Second, structural
constraints such as high levels of student debt or mortgage lending
standards continue to pose challenges for ownership. Third, the flexibility and convenience offered by sharing economy models remain
attractive to consumers. Consumers enjoy the benefits of access
without the responsibilities of direct ownership. Consequently, while
we expect ownership rates to improve, the sharing and rentership
models that have penetrated many sectors including housing, autos
and apparel, are likely to proliferate.
That said, the displacement of traditional secure jobs and the creation
of more part-time work first catalyzed by the Financial Crisis, and
later sustained and supported by the sharing economy, poses challenges to the business model. The advent of technology platforms
that could efficiently match asset owners and service providers to
users has made gig work viable. As more workers rely on multiple

gigs for their long-term employment needs, the models of work and
the relationship between labor, government and companies will need
to continue to evolve. In the short term, gig economy workers and
asset light consumers need to save more. In the long term, governments and companies may need to provide benefits and security that
holding assets had traditionally offered.
Further, the decline in homeownership will likely translate into a loss
of a wealth creation opportunity for a large segment of the population. Historically, homeownership has been an important determinant
of the long-run well-being of families and individuals, enabling investments in education and businesses, providing economic security
in times of lost jobs or poor health, and a means of wealth transfer to
children.20
For investors, we suggest a focus on four primary areas:
• Lower rates of homeownership will likely lead to continued delays
in asset purchases in the short term, followed by a slower rate
of consumption growth in the medium to long term. As spending continues to outpace income growth, this renting and sharing
consumer will continue to lack the savings to make asset purchases. Further, as Millennials enter their forties and healthcare
burdens rise, savings will likely increase at the expense of consumption. In conjunction with the impact of demographics, this
longer-term shift in consumption may lead to even slower growth
in spending on goods, as well as some softness in discretionary
services spending in favor of increased spending on healthcare
as well as contributions to savings.
• Sharing and rentership models are likely here to stay, and will
continue to disrupt traditional business models given the benefits
they provide to consumers as well as workers.
• Be cautious about investing in sharing economy models that do
not directly address the evolving needs of workers. We are in the
middle of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the digital revolution,
which has resulted in a redefinition of work. The transition will
likely continue to disrupt industries and investors should take
heed.
• As the large consumer sector is diverse, be sure to disaggregate macro trends to understand how different cohorts behave.
If business success relies upon demand fueled by renters, the
business model may face more challenges than anticipated in a
downturn.
• Finally, the impact of the new asset light consumer and the
transition to a services economy may have contributed to slower
growth in capex. New sharing economy business models for
example rely less on traditional equipment. Instead, software
and servers fuel the digital services economy. Increased sharing
economy penetration creates less demand for the same quantity
of assets e.g., autos, resulting in slowing growth in capex.

20 Christopher E. Herbert, Daniel T. McCue, and Rocio Sanchez-Moyano, “Is Homeownership Still an Effective Means of Building Wealth for Low-income and Minority
Households? (Was it Ever?), Harvard University, Joint Center for Housing Studies, September 2013.
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Important Information
References to “we”, “us,” and “our” refer to Ms.
Campbell Roberts and/or KKR’s Global Macro and Asset
Allocation team, as context requires, and not of KKR.
The views expressed reflect the current views of Ms.
Campbell Roberts as of the date hereof and neither Ms.
Campbell Roberts nor KKR undertakes to advise you of
any changes in the views expressed herein. Opinions or
statements regarding financial market trends are based
on current market conditions and are subject to change
without notice. References to a target portfolio and
allocations of such a portfolio refer to a hypothetical allocation of assets and not an actual portfolio. The views
expressed herein and discussion of any target portfolio
or allocations may not be reflected in the strategies and
products that KKR offers or invests, including strategies
and products to which Ms. Campbell Roberts provides
investment advice to or on behalf of KKR. It should not
be assumed that Ms. Campbell Roberts has made or will
make investment recommendations in the future that are
consistent with the views expressed herein, or use any
or all of the techniques or methods of analysis described
herein in managing client or proprietary accounts.
Further, Ms. Campbell Roberts may make investment
recommendations and KKR and its affiliates may have
positions (long or short) or engage in securities transactions that are not consistent with the information and
views expressed in this document.
The views expressed in this publication are the personal
views of Paula Campbell Roberts of Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co. L.P. (together with its affiliates, “KKR”)
and do not necessarily reflect the views of KKR itself
or any investment professional at KKR. This document
is not research and should not be treated as research.
This document does not represent valuation judgments
with respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security
or sector that may be described or referenced herein
and does not represent a formal or official view of KKR.

This document is not intended to, and does not, relate
specifically to any investment strategy or product that
KKR offers. It is being provided merely to provide a
framework to assist in the implementation of an investor’s own analysis and an investor’s own views on the
topic discussed herein.
This publication has been prepared solely for informational purposes. The information contained herein is only
as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons.
Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative
purposes only. The information in this document has
been developed internally and/or obtained from sources
believed to be reliable; however, neither KKR nor Ms.
Campbell Roberts guarantees the accuracy, adequacy
or completeness of such information. Nothing contained
herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice
nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other
decision.
There can be no assurance that an investment strategy
will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable
indicators of actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which may differ
materially, and should not be relied upon as such. Target
allocations contained herein are subject to change.
There is no assurance that the target allocations will
be achieved, and actual allocations may be significantly
different than that shown here. This publication should
not be viewed as a current or past recommendation or a
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to
adopt any investment strategy.
The information in this publication may contain projections or other forward‐looking statements regarding
future events, targets, forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies described herein, and is only current

as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such
events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown here. The information in
this document, including statements concerning financial
market trends, is based on current market conditions,
which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Performance
of all cited indices is calculated on a total return basis
with dividends reinvested. The indices do not include
any expenses, fees or charges and are unmanaged and
should not be considered investments.
The investment strategy and themes discussed herein
may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial situation. Please
note that changes in the rate of exchange of a currency
may affect the value, price or income of an investment
adversely.
Neither KKR nor Ms. Campbell Roberts assumes any
duty to, nor undertakes to update forward looking
statements. No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made or given by or on behalf of KKR, Ms.
Campbell Roberts or any other person as to the accuracy
and completeness or fairness of the information contained in this publication and no responsibility or liability
is accepted for any such information. By accepting this
document, the recipient acknowledges its understanding
and acceptance of the foregoing statement.
The MSCI sourced information in this document is the
exclusive property of MSCI Inc. (MSCI). MSCI makes no
express or implied warranties or representations and
shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any
MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be
further redistributed or used as a basis for other indices
or any securities or financial products. This report is not
approved, reviewed or produced by MSCI.
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